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This Event Table is designed to provide information integral for a sender to understand EDI reporting requirements for 
Alabama Workers Compensation Division. It relates EDI information to the circumstances under which they are initiated as 
well as the timeframes for sending the information. These circumstances and timeframes reflect the legislative mandates and 
specifications of Alabama Workers Compensation Division relative to reporting requirements based on various criteria. This 
Event Table is used and controlled by AWCD to convey the level of EDI reporting currently accepted. 
 
 
Event Table Categories 
 
1. Maintenance Type  
2. Event Rule  
3. Report Trigger   
4. When is the Report Due? 
5. Paper Form(s)  
6. Receiver  
 
1. Maintenance Type Codes (MTCs) 
Identifies the MTCs Alabama Workers Compensation Division (AWCD) will accept for processing the First Report of Injury 
(FROI) electronically.  
 
 
2. Event Rules 
AWCD require all FROIs except medical, including those with old dates of injuries, to be sent by Electronic Data 
Interchange (EDI) after Trading Partner agrees to start EDI submission. Rule dates are used (when applicable) to express 
differences in reporting requirement based on dates of injury, EDI implementation dates, or other jurisdiction workers 
compensation reporting laws and rules. 
 
 
3. Report Trigger Criteria and Values 
Report Trigger contains Criteria and Values that describes the events which causes a FROI to be due for submission to 
AWCD on a claim that occurred based upon the Event Rule. 
 

 
Criteria code: 

 
Trigger Value: 

 
A = New Claim 

 
All non-medical claims that are not under investigation or 
being denied which have 3 or more days of Lost Time. 
Also Employee death claims.  

B = Cumulative Medical $ Cumulative amount that makes the report due  
C = Lost Time Length of time in Trigger Value description  
D = Cumulative Wage Replacement Cumulative amount that makes the report due  
E = Days Open Length of time in Trigger Value description 
F = Formula Describes the formula (if applicable) 
J = Jurisdiction Defined  (AWCD) Describes AWCD specific condition 
L = Determination of Compensable Death  
M = MTC Defined  Describes the Maintenance Type Code condition 
N = Cumulative Indemnity $ Cumulative amount that makes the report due  
Q = Employee Death  
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4. When is the Report Due? 
Expressing the regulations that meet the jurisdiction’s filing deadlines may be described with the Value, Type and From, as 
needed. For each MTC and Event Rule Effective Dates, insert the number of days in the Value column, “B” for business days 
or “C” for calendar days for the applicable From code 
 
  

 
Value 

 
Type 

 
From 

 
Represents the last date/days 
AWCD will consider this MTC to 
be timely filed, and not the date on 
which it is recommended the 
transaction be initially triggered. 

 
Indicates whether the Value is 
measured in business or calendar days. 

 
Represent the beginning point for the Value. 
 
Report Due From Code 
A = From Date of Accident/Injury 
B = From Date of Disability 
C = From Employer Notification 
D = From Claim Administrator Notification 
E = From Jurisdiction Notification 
F = From Carrier Notification 
G = From Initial Payment (IP) 
H = Immediate 
I  = From Date of Death 
J = From Report Trigger Value 
K = Prior to Final Report (FN)   
 

 
 
5. Paper Form(s) and the Receiver 
The final columns on the FROI event table is used to convey to the sender any paper reports that are required to be filed at 
the same time as the EDI transmission is sent.  When a form is entered, indicate the Receiver to whom the form is to be sent. 
If paper forms are not required, insert “NA” in the cells. 
 

Receiver Codes 
EE = Employee 
ER = Employer 
PR = Provider 
Others as defined by jurisdiction 

 
 
 


